Projects
Public Engagement with Research Seed Fund
2015-16

1. Shahana Chattaraj
   Blavatnik School of Government
   *Understanding how City and Local contexts influence Refugee Integration*

2. Dr Oliver Cox
   TORCH | The Oxford Research Centre in the Humanities/Faculty of History
   *Objects in Focus: Re-Interpreting the Museum Room at Ham House*

3. Julia Craig-McFeely
   Faculty of Music
   *Tudor Partbooks: reconstruction of the Sadler Partbooks (Bodleian Library Mus.e.1-5)*

4. Dr Armand D’Angour
   Faculty of Classics
   *Recreating sounds of ancient Greek music*

5. Dr Regent Lee
   Nuffield Department of Surgical Sciences
   *Oxford Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Study (OxAAA) – Survey of patient, members of the public, and healthcare professionals*

6. Prof Chris Lintott
   Department of Physics
   *Planet Hunters*
7. Lucy Martin  
NDM  
*Have Your Voice Heard: A Patient and Public Involvement in Research Evening*

8. Dr Judith McKenzie  
Faculty of Classics  
*A ‘Booklet’ Presenting Research on an Ancient Temple in Jordan to the Public*

9. Prof David Pyle  
Department of Earth Sciences  
*Volcano: Opening the archives*

10. Helena Webb  
Department of Computer Science  
*Digital Wildfire youth panel: assumptions and privacy on the internet*